We now state a simple observation we shall frequently use.
PROPOSITION. With the above notation we have the following implications:
Ghas II.A => G has II.B
Ghas LA =» G Λα^ I.B
Proof. Indeed, as in the classical Z2-case, composing / with the inclusion of S(W) into S{U) (or into S{V)) we get a G-equivariant map from S(V) into S(V) (or into S(U)) of degree 0, which gives the horizontal implications. The vertical implications are evident.
We In a first step we will show that it is sufficient to study a connected compact Lie group and a nontrivial finite group only. Proof. Since GQ is the normal subgroup, Γ = G/Go acts on V To construct a G-map contradicting property LA. of G, it is sufficient to use (1.4) for H = Go together with the observation that (ind V) G -V° = {0} . Indeed, the degree of the G-equivariant map ind*/:
is (deg/)l Γ l = 0. This ends the proof of the lemma.
We can state now the following fact. Proof. The statement follows from the results of T. torn Dieck (see [5] for the complete bibliography of Dieck 9 s result on this subject) or from author's results of [9] partially published in [10] . Indeed, the mentioned result says that for a G-equivariant map / of a G-CW complex X (S{V) is a G-CW complex being a smooth G-manifold [5] ) we have the congruence of the Lefschetz numbers The case G = Z p , p-prime, was studied by many authors and it is known as the Smith theorem. For example, in [8] it is shown that def/ = deg/ We wish to show first that a group G fails to have property LA if its order has two distinct prime divisors, and secondly that a /?-group G containing the cyclic group Z i does not have property ILA.
The main idea of the proof is to find an example of an //-equivariant map of degree 0, for some subgroups // c G, and next lift it to a Gequivariant map of the induced representation (1.4). We shall use the following well-known fact
For any orthogonal representation V, W 9 Vχ 9 W\ of G, with dim V\ = dim V, dim W\ = dim PF, and G-equivariant maps f:S(V) -+S(V X ) and h: S(W)-> S(W X ), the join S(V)*S(W)
is G-homeomoφhic to S(V e W) and deg(/* h) = deg/ degΛ.
With the maps constructed at the beginning of the proof, we can use 
S(V)* *S(V) * S(W)*' '*S(W) =S{tV®sW).
By ( 
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Put m = 1 then γ = (p + \) a -1 is odd, and consequently γ = p* 1 -p°$ , where Piφl. Take fc such that Ik + 1 = p\ /? 2 PMThen J = (2Λ+1)*-1 = -(p!--.p^-l < 0, and (y,J) = 1, since p/| <5 for every Pi £ {p\, P2, --, PM} This shows that there exist t, s e N such that ty + s<$ = -1, which proves Proposition 2.7. The proof of Theorem 2.1 is complete.
We emphasize that the proof gives more, namely the representation V in the statement of Theorem 5 can be taken complex unitary.
The remainder of this section will be devoted to the proof the following statement. We start with the observation that it is sufficient to consider the case G = Z p i, as it follows from 1.4. In order to prove Theorem 2.8 for G = Z 2, we need some further notation. We shall denote by For a fuller treatment we refer the reader to [3] . Proposition 2.9 has also a very illustrative and geometric proof, the idea of which was suggested by K. Geba. We present its main points without details. First observe that instead of a map of spheres we consider a Z^-equivariant smooth map of pairs /: (D(V), S(V)) -> (W, W\{0}) a study of degree of / at 0 relative S(V).
Secondly, by homotopy arguments, we can assume that our / is equal to a particular Z^-equivariant map fo on some smaller disc Dζ ( (V) close to the identity, we can assume that there is at least one nontrivial zero of / on every radius {tv} c V, t E i?
+ . Having such a map, we can "kill" a particular zero orbit of / composing / with the Z 2-retraction of D(V) onto D(V) with some narrow conical region containing the orbit removed.
After this procedure we obtain a Z p2 -equivariant map f of degree deg/±/? 2 with the sign depending on the sign of orbit. On the other hand we can construct a Z^-equivariant map /: (D(V), S(V)) -+ (W, W\{0}) of degree greater than any k > 0 (or smaller than any k < 0). In fact, the map is Z 2-equivariant of degree p m~ι (p+kp 2 ) .
Starting from such a map we can get a Z p 2-equivariant map of degree required in Proposition 3.7, by the procedure described above.
With respect to Theorems 2.1 and 2.8 the proof of Theorems 1 and 2 is complete.
2.10. REMARK. AS a matter of fact, every 2-group not being Z| contains the cyclic group Z 4 which can be checked by an induction on the order of G. This means that a 2-group has II.A property if and only if it is the 2-torus. Recently [15] , S. Waner gave a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a G-equivariant map, G-finite, from S(V) into S(W), where W c V are orthogonal representations of G and V G = {0} . As a consequence of his result, he got that G = Z pq , p φ q, p, q primes, fails to have property I.B. This allow us to conjecture that G has LA iff it has I.B.
